The anomalies in the neutron and proton pairing energies observed by NIER and collaborators 1 follow from the superfluidity theory 2 of nuclear pairing effects. In this theory the quantity pntheor. = 21/(£oZX)2 + z(2 (1) approximately is the even-odd mass difference (twice the distance between energy surfaces for even and odd N resp. Z nuclei). The correction £0 -1 is small (of the order 0.1 MEV) and important only for almost empty or almost filled shells, where the theory breaks down in any case. under investigation (with 2 ß levels, a" -£-energy difference between the lowest and the highest state in the shell) one approximately has 2 An = h (e" -e) (sinh rj) (1 -y^Y'* (2) with
V=(e"-e')/OG,
if n = number of particles in the shell, G= coupling strength of the pairing interaction. It easily can be read off from this equation that A rapidly increases, if we fill the shell with particles or holes. On the other hand, if the deformation increases, the density Q = Q/ (e" -e) of states decreases and tends to make A small. Therefore, in shells with large deformations in the middle region we expect two maxima for the even-odd mass difference 2 A . Using (2) and the de- 
(which corresponds to the results from the NILSSON potential 3 ) and 4 G = SIA~1 we have evaluated the pairing energy 2 A für all nuclei with neutron number 82 < N < 126 where the experimental deformation parameters d were known. In Fig. 1 
Pn exp -i | B(N + 2, Z) + B(N-2,Z) -2 B(N, Z) |;
excitations 5> 6 . In the region 82 < N < 90 we have used the isotope shift measurements 7 which give some qualitative estimates for d . The resulting theoretical quantities 2 A are plotted in Fig. 2 
(crosses).
Comparing with the experimental values
of the even-odd mass difference (£? = binding energies), one has to bear in mind that this quantity is not really the distance between the energy surfaces. There are two important effects, which cause this trouble. The curvature of the surfaces produces a difference of P"exp. for even anci odd the average value of which is small (of the order of 0.32 MEV in this region) 8 . At shell closures the crack in the energy surfaces yields a much too large Pn exp " [the difference P" EX P(82,Z)
is of the order of 2 MEV] which then has nothing to do with the quantity 2 A . Therefore, we have added (subtracted) 0.16 MEV to (from) P" EX Pfor odd (even) N and we have omitted the points V = 82 and V = 126. This procedure brings the values of PRE EX P (V,Z) and P/ XP -(N + 1, Z) nearer together. Using the mass values from EVERLING, KÖNIG, MATTAUCH and WAPSTRA 9 together with the values from BHANOT, JOHNSON and NIER we have plotted the experimental pairing energies in Fig. 2 (points) . In spite of the crude approximations we have used and the neglecting of the influence of other shells as well as the dependence of G on the deformation 10 , there is good agreement between experimental and theoretical values u . Some single points do not fit into this picture. There is some suspicion that nuclei with too large (small) experimental pairing energies have anomalously small (large) deformations (examples: Os 191 and Sm 151 resp. Ho 164 ). It would be worth while to check the deformations of those nuclei.
Of course, there may be other reasons for this effect. In the region around N -94 some minor deviations of theoretical from experimental values occur 12 .
The proton pairing energies as well as the neutron pairing energies in the heavy element region have been investigated in a similar manner. The experimental values are reproduced quite well. More details will be published elsewhere.
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it involves 5 nuclei, however, and the number of data available is fairly small. 
